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Let X be a p-dimensional random vector with density f( 11X- 011) where f3 is an 
unknown location vector. For p > 3, conditions on f  are given for which there exist 
minimax estimators &I’) satisfying l/Xll il&(x) - XII < C, where C is a known con- 
stant depending on f: (The positive part estimator is among them.) The loss 
function is a nondecreasing concave function of II o-- (~11~. If  0 is assumed likely to lie 
in a ball in W, then minimax estimators are given which shrink from the obser- 
vation X outside the ball in the direction of P(X) the closest point on the surface of 
the ball. The amount of shrinkage depends on the distance of X from the ball. 
0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem considered is that of estimating the p-dimensional location 
vector 8 for a p-dimensional random vector X under the nondecreasing 
nonnegative concave loss function f, i.e., 
where “11 . 11” denotes the Euclidean norm. It is assumed that p is three or 
more and that the distribution of X is spherically symmetric about 8. 
Assume that EO=O[llXll-2] and E,=o[IIXI12] and E,=o[lllXl12)] exist and 
are finite. 
Because the minimax invariant estimator X has constant risk for all 
values of 8, a reasonable guess as to be the location of 8 may be very useful 
in specifying a better minimax estimator. That is, one may use a minimax 
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estimator which has the property that the smallest values of the risk 
function occur for values of 8 close to the “guessed” location of 8; yet all 
the values of the risk function are less than or equal to the constant risk of 
the estimator X. When the “guess” is the specification of a single vector, the 
minimax estimators of Section 2 have this property. (In subsection (b) it is 
assumed that the “guess” is that 8 is the zero vector but it can clearly be 
any vector.) Consider the situation where the “guess” is that 8 is likely to 
lie in a ball of radius G centered at the vector b (i.e., 118 - PII < G). For 
values of 8 outside the ball the estimators of Section 3 have smaller risk 
when 8 is closer to the ball. For values of 8 inside the ball, the estimators in 
Section 3 may be specified so that the actual loss (rather than the expected 
loss or risk) is less than or equal to that of X no matter what the dis- 
tribution of X. It should be noted that results for the closed convex 
polyhedron like those for the ball in Section 3 have been obtained for the 
normal distribution in [2] for squared error loss. (In the case that the 
“guess” is that 8 is likely to satisfy a finite system of linear inequalities, then 
8 is thought likely to lie in the closed convex polyhedron that satisfies that 
finite system of linear inequalities.) 
It is assumed that the density of the random vector X may be represen- 
ted by the functionf( 1(X- 011). In Section 2 various conditions on the den- 
sity functionf of X and the loss function 1 are presented under which there 
exist minimax estimators e^(X) satisfying llXi[ . lit?(X) - XI/ 6 C where C is a 
known constant depending on f: In particular, e^(X) has the form 
(1 - r( IlXll 2)/ilXl12) X where Y is a nondecreasing function such that { r(t)/t} 
is nonincreasing, and 0 < y(t) < C. The conditions on f allow larger values 
of C than were previously known. (See Brandwein [3], Brandwein and 
Strawderman [4], Berger [ 11 and Strawderman [6].) For instance, under 
squared error loss a larger class of minimax estimators (i.e., a larger value 
of C) is given when the derivative of log f( t’/2) is monotone as a function 
of t. 
The estimators in subsection (a) of Section 2 are “positive part” 
estimators analyzed under squared errors loss and shift the estimate from X 
in the direction of a previously chosen vector /?. The estimators in subsec- 
tion (b) are more general and so is the loss. These estimators may be 
chosen so that they differ from the invariant estimator X in that they shift 
the estimate from X in the direction towards the vector zero. In Section 3 
any chosen sphere or ball may play the role of the vector zero. For values 
of X outside the chosen sphere the estimators in Section 3 may be specified 
to shift the estimate from X in the direction towards the closest vector P(X) 
on the surface of that sphere. All the estimators of Section 3 dominate 
estimators which take the value X outside the sphere. Similar results for 
any chosen closed convex polyhedron are obtained for the normal dis- 
tribution in [2] under squared error loss. 
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Although the discussions in this paper are presented only for a single 
observation vector from the spherically symmetric distribution, Brandwein 
[3] has noted that such results apply to spherically symmetric translation 
invariant estimators in the multiple observation case. 
2. AN ENLARGED CLASS OF MINIMAX ESTIMATORS 
FOR NONDECREASING CONCAVE Loss FUNCTIONS 
The theorems and corollaries in this section give general conditions on 
the density function f for the domination of the estimator X by a family of 
estimators whose distance from X may be as great as C/ljXll, i.e., 
II&W -XII < C/llJX B ecause the estimator X is minimax with constant 
risk for all values of 8, the estimators 6 given in the theorems and 
corollaries are also minimax. 
A useful example of such a dominating estimator is given by the positive 
part estimator analyzed in subsection (a) for the simple case of squared 
error loss. The theorems in the subsection (b) give the most general results. 
(a) Enlarged Families of Minimax Positive Part Estimators 
Let X be a p-dimensional random vector with density f( /IX-- O/l). If it is 
considered likely that the location vector 9 for the distribution of X is a 
particular vector /I, then a simple estimator which takes account of this 
“vague prior information” is the positive part estimator 0:. It is an appeal- 
ing aspect of the positive part estimator that for values of X close to /3 the 
estimator is equal to fi. 
Define 
e^:(X)=(l-c/llx-PIIZ)(x-B)+P if I/X- piI* > c 
= P if lIX-~ll*6c 
where c is a fixed nonnegative constant depending on the density f. The 
constant c that appears in the definition of e^: may be chosen so that &: 
dominates the constant risk minimax estimator g(X) E X under the squared 
error loss. (Recall that the estimator &o(X) z X is the generalized Bayes 
estimator for the uninformative prior on 19.) The larger c is, the more values 
of X for which 6,+(X) = j?, the likely candidate for 8. Yet it is also desirable 
to choose c sufficiently small so that 8: still dominates go(X). Brandwein 
[3] has shown that as long as 
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8: (X) dominates X for any spherically symmetric density f with p > 4. The 
theorems in the following subsection (b) enlarge that upper bound of 
Brandwein’s for c under certain conditions on f while retaining the 
dominance of o,+ over X. (For convenience fl is assumed to be the zero vec- 
tor in the theorems in the next subsection (b).) In particular the conditions 
which follow involve the function 
q(R) = s, uf(u) Wf (RI 
defined where R > 0 and f(R) > 0. 
If q(R) is nondecreasing then the upper bound for c is 
2/~~=0ClIX/l -‘I. 
If q(R) is nonincreasing, then the upper bound for c is 
(The monotonicity of the derivative of log f (RI”) with respect to R 
implies the monotonicity of q (Lemma 4) and this may be easier to check.) 
These improvements in the upper bound for c may be contrasted with 
those developed by other authors. In the case that the density f is non- 
increasing Brandwein and Strawderman [4] have given the upper bound 
(2p/(p + 2))/& = J llXl/ -2] for c. When f is a mixture of normals then the 
upper bound for c has been shown to be 2/E,=,[ llXll -2] by Strawderman 
[6] and Berger [ 11. (This is a special case of the situation where q(R) is 
nondecreasing.) Note that q(R) nondecreasing implies that f is non- 
increasing. However, for q(R) nonincreasing there may be values of R for 
which f (R) is nondecreasing. (If f is the normal density then q is a constant 
function and thus both nondecreasing and nonincreasing. In that case the 
two upper bounds for c which depend on the monotonicity of q agree.) 
Berger [ 1 ] also gave upper bounds for c which depended on the function q. 
In the case that inf q(R) > 0 where inf is taken over those values of R such 
that f(R) > 0, Berger’s upper bound for c is 2(p - 2) inf q(R). The upper 
bounds for c given in the situation where q is monotone are larger than this 
bound. 
(b) A General Loss Function 
The positive part estimator given in subsection 2(a) is not admissible for 
squared error loss but is robust in the sense that it depends on the densityf 
only through the constant c. For squared error loss, the general minimax 
estimators in Theorem 1 include admissible estimators and Theorem 2 gives 
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a minimax positive part estimator under certain conditions onf: Theorem 3 
generalizes these theorems to nondecreasing concave loss functions. 
Without loss of generality, these estimators shift towards the vector zero, 
rather than 8. 
THEOREM 1. Define X to be a p-dimensional random vector with density 
f ((IX- e/l), where the set of points in [0, co] for which f is discontinuous has 
Lebesgue measure zero. Assume E, = O[ 11 XII ~ ‘1 and Ee = 0[ /I XII “1 are finite. 
For p b 4, under squared error loss, the estimator 
&X)=(1 -W) X 
dominates the estimator gO(X) =X provided that r is a nondecreasing real- 
valued function such that r( t)/t is nonincreasing in t and 
(1) O~r(t)~2/E,~,C/IXIl~21; ad 
(2) s(t) = Cj? uf (u) Wf 0)) is finite nondecreasing on {t 2 0: 
fW’O1. 
Unless X is a normal random variable, the result holds for 
r(t) G 2I&=dIXII -‘I. 
Remark 1. The assumption (2) that q is nondecreasing in Theorem 1 
implies that the density f is nonincreasing. The upper bound for r(t) in 
assumption (1) can be multiplied by p/(p + 2) for general f nonincreasing 
where q is not necessarily nondecreasing according to Brandwein and 
Strawderman [4]. 
In Theorem 2 of this paper q is assumed to be nonincreasing. Some sim- 
ple conditions which insure the monotonicity of q are given after 
Theorem 2. Also some examples of distributions satisfying such conditions 
are given after Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Note that r is differentiable almost everywhere. It 
suffices to show that A < 0 where 
Using integration by parts (see Berger [ 1, p. 13251). 
A = EC42W12) ll~ll’l 
-2adlI~-~ll){Pmw12+w-12~‘(ll~l12)~1. 
Recall that r(t) = tq5( t) implies tc,d’( t) = - r( t)/t + r’(t). 
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If r’(t) Z 0 (since r is nondecreasing), then 
A <E ~zwI12) c 1 I/XII2 -2(p-2)E q(llX-t7,1)y$]. C 
Because Es=0[llXllP2] =EB[IIX-01j-2], assumption (1) of the theorem 
implies that 
d <E ~(lWl12) 
[ i --ET 
c-m - 2) dlW- Oil 1 
II 
where c = 2/&[ 11X-- 011 P2]. 
This last bound for d may be written as 
cE[G(R)I + ja ~CP - 2){ - WH MW } RF-’ 0 
where the conditional expectation is 
G(R) = E 
1 
, 
f(R)dRa, 
and ap is the surface area of the p-dimensional unit sphere. 
The integral in the bound given above for A may be written as 
2(p-2) d* jam { -R2G(R)}{q(R)) RPp3;:R) a’ dR] 
where d* = E,[JIX--8I1 -‘I. Note that apRP-3f(R)/d* is a density for R. 
Because { - R2G(R)} is nonincreasing in R for p > 4 (see Brandwein 
C31) and {q(R)) is nondecreasing in R, we may apply Remark 1 and 
Lemma 1 of the Appendix to find an upper bound for the integral which is 
2(p-2)d* ioz (-R2G(R)} Rp-3a;-(R)dR] 
1 
X 
m {q(R)} RP-3apf(WdR 
d* I. 
This may be rewritten as 
~(P-~)EC-G(R)I 
1 1 ( >I ~eCII~-~ll-21 P-2 
because {c q(R) f(R) RP - 3dRap = l/(p - 2) by Lemma 2 in the Appendix. 
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This upper bound implies that A < cE[G(R)] - 2E[G(R)]/ 
E, [ /X- 811 -*I, which is zero by definition of c. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a p-dimensional random vector with density 
f( IJX- (Ill), where the set of points in [0, 00) for which f is discontinuous has 
Lebesgue measure zero. For p > 4, under squared error loss the estimator 
m7= l-j+ x ( ) 
dominates the estimator o(X) = X provided that 
q(t)= Jai uf(Wulf(t)) 
i I 
is finite nonincreasing on { t > 0: f(t) > 0) and 
Unless X is a normal random vector, the result holds for 
c= 
In the case that X is normal i? and gc, have the same risk for this value of c. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, the positive part 
estimator 
Q(X)= 1-s x 
( ) ifIIXl12 > c 
=o if 11 XII 2 < c 
dominates the estimator g,,(X)= Xfor c< (2(p-2)/p) E,=,[ ~~X~~2]. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that (setting 
r(t) s c) 
~=~CII~~~~-~l121-~CII~-~l121 
=~~Cll~ll-2~~-~~~-~~~~lI~-~ll~~l 
=~ECG(R)(C-~(P-~)~(R))I 
where R= llX--8)/ and G(R)=E[I/XIJ-21 IlX-011 =R]. 
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Brandwein [3] has shown that R2G(R)= +(R/l/0[/) where cc/ is non- 
decreasing in the argument R/lltIll. A similar analysis shows that )\8112G(R) 
is nonincreasing as a function of R/lltI(l. For fixed 11811, this shows that G(R) 
is nonincreasing in R. The assumption that q(R) is nonincreasing in R 
implies that 
ECG(R). q(R)1 2 ECG(R)I . ECq(R)I. 
(Unless X is normal this inequality is actually strict.) Thus 
A G cECG(R)l(c - 3~ - 2) ECqWI h 
Because (by Lemma 2B of the Appendix) E[q(R)] = E[l/X- Q/]/p, we 
have A < 0 for cd (2(p - 2)/p) E[ IIX- 811’1. This inequality is actually 
strict unless q(R) E 1 (i.e., X is a normal random vector). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 1. The corollary follows directly from the .theorem 
and the fact that the positive part estimator e^: dominates the estimator 0. 
Q.E.D. 
The following lemmas proved in the Appendix give simple assumptions 
that insure the monotonicity of q. Note that q’(t) < 0 iff’(t) > 0. 
LEMMA 3. On (t>O:f(t)>O}, q(t) IS nondecreasing if and only if on 
{t~o:f(t)>o} we have f’(t)<0 and q(t)>tf(t)/(-f’(t)). On (ta0: 
f(t)w~ 4(t) . 1s nonincreasing if and only if on {t > 0: f(t) > 0} we have 
4(t) G tf(tM -f’(t)) q-ff’( t) < 0. 
LEMMA 4. On (t>O:f(t)>O}, q(t) is nondecreasing iff’(t)<O and 
Lot) t- ‘/fWl is nondecreasing in t there; on {t 2 0: f(t) > 0}, q(t) is non- 
increasing if (f’( t ) t ~ ‘/f(t) } is nonincreaing in { tb 0: f(t) >O and 
f’(t)-+ 
The following corollary employs a simple assumption to ensure that q is 
monotone. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a p-dimensional random vector with density 
fw-4. 
Let g(t)=logf(t”2), and q(t)=jy uf(u)du/{f(t)}. Then q is non- 
decreasing on {t Z 0: f(t) > 0 > iff’(t) < 0 there and g’(t) is nondecreasing 
there. Also, q is nonincreasing there if g’(t) is nonincreasing on {t 2 0: 
f’(t)<0 andf(t)>O}. 
Proof Lemma 4 of the Appendix implies that if f is differentiable and 
nonincreasing then q is nondecreasing because g’(t) nondecreasing is 
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equivalent to the condition that {f’(t) t-‘/f(t)} be nondecreasing: In the 
case that g is twice differentiable we have 
; Cd(~)1 = z [g(u)] =g [log f(u”‘)] 
= {ii [$g,-u,,j u-1/2J4. 
A similar argument works for q nonincreasing. Q.E.D. 
Observe that the condition (2) that the function q be nondecreasing in 
Theorem 1 is satisfied for distributions which are mixtures of normal dis- 
tributions. Thus the results of the theorem agree with those obtained by 
Strawderman [6] and Berger [l] for this class of distributions which 
includes the normal as well as the multivariate t-distribution. 
EXAMPLE. The following density is not a mixture of normals yet 
q(t) is nondecreasing. Let g( 1) = t - (2 + t) e -‘. Define f( t ) = Kg’( t2) 
exp ( - g( t2)). Then 
4(t)= jm uf(u) Wf(ff =fJa 2&b’) exp(- glu2)) du/f(f) 
f I 
=fexp(-g(r2))/f(r)=Vg’o. 
Then q’(t)= -tgc2’(t2)/[g’(t)12. Note that g’(u)= 1 +(l +u)e-“, and 
g(‘)(u) = -ue-‘, and gC3’(u) = (U - 1) e-“, and gC4’(u) = (2 - U) e-‘. Thus 
q’(t) > 0 and q(t) is nondecreasing. 
By Theorem 2 of Berger [ 11, fis a mixture of normals if and only if p(u) 
is completely monotonic for u in (0, 00 ) where p(u) = g’(u) exp ( - g(u)), 
i.e., 
p”‘(u)( - 1)‘2 0 for all j 2 0. 
But 
p’3’(u) = e-g(U) { gc4’(u) - 3[g’2’(u)]2 + 6g”‘(u)[g’(u)]’ 
-4$(u) d3’(u)- Cg’G41”). 
Setting u = 1, we see ( - l)‘pC3’(u) < 0. Thus p is not completely monotonic 
and f is not a mixture of normals. Q.E.D. 
In the case that q is not nondecreasing, but f is nonincreasing, results of 
Brandwein and Strawderman [4 J ensure that the t? in Theorem 1 of this 
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section is minimax for p > 4 when (2) is replaced by “(2’) f is non- 
decreasing” and (1) is replaced by 
(For p = 3, the ratio p/(p + 2) is replaced by 3/8.) 
Iff is not necessarily nonincreasing, Brandwein [3] has shown that 0 is 
minimax for p z 4 when (2) is deleted and (1) is replaced by 
“(l”)O<r(f)< {(p-2)/p) 2/E,=o[l/XII -21.” 
Note that if f is differentiable and there is a value t,, such that f’( to) 2 0, 
then q’(to) < 0 (using definition of q) so that q will not be nondecreasing at 
to. 
The following theorem extends the result of Theorems 1 and Corollary 1 
as well as the result of Brandwein and Strawderman [4] for density f to a 
general nondecreasing concave loss function. It is an extension of a, similar 
result by Brandwein and Strawderman [S] for all spherically symmetric 
distributions. 
THEOREM 3. Let X have a p-dimensional spherically symmetric dis- 
tribution about 9 with density f (IIX- O(l). Define the nondecreasing concave 
loss function 1 by L(d, 0) = 1( 118 - 8(1*). Then the estimator is better than X 
and minimax where 
provided 
(i) r(t) is nondecreasing in t; 
(ii) r(t)/? is nonincreasing in t; 
(iii) O~r(t)~c*2E~~o[l’~llXII2)1/~~~,CII~Il~2~’~II~II2~l 
in the following three cases: 
Case A 
If the density f(t) is nonincreasing in t, set c* = p/(p + 2) for p B 4 and 
c* = 318 for p = 3. 
Case B 
If f’(t*) f(t) has a negative derivative and Q(t) is nondecreasing on 
{t>O: l'(t*) f(t)>O}, set c*= 1 for p>4 where 
Q(t) = j-‘u ul’(u2) j-(u) dulCW*) S(t)]. 
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Case C 
If the function Q(t) is nonincreasing on {t 3 0: /‘(t2) f(t) is positive with 
a negative derivative}, set r(t) = t for t < c and set r(t) = c for t > c where 
~~~~~~-~~/~~~~=oCII~l121’II~II2~1/~s=oCI’II~II2~1. 
Remarks. (1) For p > 4 and c* = (p - 2)/p, the result of the theorem 
was obtained by Brandwein and Strawderman [S] with no restrictions 
0nJ: 
(2) If the strict inequalities in (iii) are relaxed to “ < ,” then 6 is 
minimax and at least as good as X, but not necessarily better than X, 
however, if Q is strictly increasing on a Lebesgue set of positive measure 
where rl( t2) f(t) is positive, then 6 is better than X. 
(3) Note that the proof of Corollary 2 shows that Q(t) is nondecreas- 
ing if log (I’(t) f(t”2)) is nonincreasing in t with a nondecreasing derivative 
in t. 
(4) The condition (ii) of Theorem 3 that (r(t)/t} be nondecreasing in 
t may be replaced by the weaker condition 
(ii) h(R) = R2E[r( I/X11*) IIXII -*I 11X-- 1911 = R] is nondecreasing in R. 
EXAMPLES. In each case assume the loss L(8,8) = [I(?-- 811’ where 
O-cbc2 andpa4. 
(1) If X has the p-dimensional uniform distribution on a sphere, i.e., 
IIX- 8112 < S*, then Case A applies, but not Case B. So 6(X) is better than 
X if 
(2) Let X have a spherically symmetric distribution about 8 which is 
a mixture of normals. Assume that p + b > 4. Then Case B applies since 
log ((b/2) tb’2-‘j-(t”2)) is nonincreasing with a nondecreasing derivative. 
Mixtures of normals include the multivariate t and normal distributions. 
For the normal distribution, 6 is minimax if 
(3) Let X have a density f( [IX- 81) ) of a form considered by Berger 
[ 1 ] where 
f(t) = kt2”exp ( - t*/2), 
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for n > 0. Assume b/2 + n > 1. Then Case C applies since log( (b/2) t”*-’ 
f(t1/2)) has a nonincreasing derivative. Then the positive part estimator 6 is 
minimax where r(t) = t for t < c* and r(t) = c* for t > c* provided 
c* =~~~~~[ll~ll~l/~~-.[ilxll”-‘l= y(b+2n+p-2). 
Proof of Theorem 2. It follows immediately from Theorem 1 and 
Corollary 2 of this paper and from Theorem 2.1 of Brandwein and Straw- 
derman [S] and Theorem 3.3.1 of Brandwein and Strawderman [4]. 
Q.E.D. 
3. ESTIMATORS THAT SHIFT TOWARDS A HYPERSPHERE 
In the situation where 8 is deemed “likely” to lie in a certain ball or 
sphere, K,,, of radius G centered at the vector /?, one has the opportunity 
to make use of this “vague” information when the minimax invariant 
extimator X does not happen to fall in the sphere KB,G. The estimators 
given in this section may be delined so they are minimax; they may also be 
chosen so that the estimate of 8 (for values of X outside K,,,) is shifted in a 
direction from X towards P(X), the closest vector on the sphere to X. Note 
that these estimators avoid the problem that occurs when 8 is deemed 
likely to lie in a closed convex polyhedron and the estimate of 8 is to be 
shifted from X towards the closest vector on the polyhydron (for values of 
X outside the polyhedron). For the polyhedron situation the estimators 
considered in [2] were equal to X if the closest vector on the polyhedron 
to X lay on a very high dimensional face, in which case no “shifting” took 
place. 
The notation K;,G denotes the complement of K@,? in the following 
theorem which gives a class of estimators containing estimators which shift 
to the ball KB,o. 
THEOREM 4. Let KB,G be the ball of radius G in IWP centered at the vector 
/?, i.e., 
Kfl,G = ( Y in Rp: 11 Y-/Ill < G}. 
Let X and 8 be p-dimensional vectors in [WP and assume that X is a random 
vector with density f ([IX- 611). A ssume p > 5 and define the nondecreasing 
concave loss function 1 by 
L( &I!?) = I( II 8 - 8112). 
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Define P(X) to be the closest vector to X on the surface of KB,G. Let 6, be an 
estimator of 8 which equals X if X is not in KB,G. Define the estimator 6(X) 
equal to 6,(X) if X is not in KB,o; if X is in Kg,,, let 6(X) = 
~-~~II~-~P(~~l12~~~-~~~~~I{II~-~~~~II~II~-~~~~II +@I where 
real-valued nondecreasing function 
{r([j,a2- ‘c]*rtj % nonincreasing in t for t > G*; 
such that 
(b) ~~~~~~~~~*~~=~C~~II~I12~1/~~=oCll~ll~2~~ll~l12~. 
Then 6 dominates do for the following cases: 
Case 0 
With no restriction on f, set c* = (p - 2)/p. 
Case A 
If the density f(t) is nondecreasing in t, set c = (p/(p + 2). 
Case B 
Define the function Q(t) to be 
Q(t) = jm uI’(u*) f(u) W’Ut2) f (t)l. I 
If l’(t’) f(t) has a negative derivative and Q(t) is nondecreasing on 
(t>O:r(t*)f(t)>Oj, set c*=l forp34. 
The estimators 6 given in the theorem are minimax if the estimator 6, is 
minimax. The values that 6, takes when X falls in K,, were not specified 
and 6 was defined to agree with 6, for those values of X. 
Remark. If the strict inequalities in (b) of Theorem 4 are relaxed to 
“ < )” then 6 is as good as 6, and minimax if 6, is minimax. 
EXAMPLE. The following estimator is a simple shrinkage estimator to 
K,, which belongs to the class of estimators given in Theorem 4. It is 
minimax and better than X. 
Define 
Then let 
c = 2c*E e=oC1’II~I12~lI~s=oCII~Il -21’Wl12)1. 
‘-lx-P(X&-P(X),,+G) 1 + (X- PX). 
(The “+” indicates that the quantity within the square brackets should be 
replaced by zero if it is negative.) 
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For this estimator, a value of X outside the ball KB,G that satisfies 
is shrunk to P(X), the point closest to X on the surface of the ball. Values 
of X further away from the ball are also shifted closer to the ball, but not 
onto the surface of the ball. Clearly, if c* and thus c is larger, then more 
values are shrunk all the way to the ball, Consider the case for squared 
error loss. In the case that p = 5, knowing that the density f( [IX- fZll) is 
nonincreasing allows one to set c* = S/7 rather than c* = 3/5. Knowing 
that 40) = II” xfb) MfW is nondecreasing allows one to choose c* = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Observe that ZG,~(X) = I,,,,( IIX- PII ) and the 
projection of X to the ball is P(X) = ZKJX) X+ ZG.,(X)(p + (X-p) G/ 
/IX- p/I). Since Zq&X)(X- P(X)) = Z cc,m,(llX-PII)(X-B)(l -WW-Pll) 
and Zq,JW IW- &Oll = ZcG,,,(llX- PII NIX- Bll - G), we have 
L#‘) J(X)= L+W-- r(Cllx- PII - G12U- IV/W- 811’1. 
Thus 
~=~CII~~~~-~l121-~Cll~,~~~-~l121 
= W~,JX){ IIB + (I- r(ClW- PII - ~l’W’- Bll’) 
x w-PI-fill’- Il~-a’)l. 
Now define 6,*(X) = X and r*( [IX- /?I[‘) = ZsJX) r( [ I/X-/III - G12), and 
~*~~~=P+~~-~*~II~-8112~lIl~-Pl12~~~-B~ 
=X-r*(IW-flll*U-BMIX-PII*. 
Then 
L#) W) = Z&(W d*(x) and 
ZKgX) &Am = zK&w 4w3 
Thus the difference in risks between 6 and 6, is equal to the difference in 
risks between 6* and S,*, i.e., 
~C~~II~~~~-~l12~l-~C~~ll~,~~~-~l12~l 
=E[z~,,(~)(~(iid(X)-eii*)-~(ii~~(~)-eil2)}1 
=~~z~~,~~~~~~~~~*~~~-eil~~-~~~~~,*~~~-~ll~~~i 
= m116*w - ell% - mww~ - wn 
Therefore, it suffices to show that 6* dominates S,*. 
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The conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 4 imply that r* is a real-valued 
nondecreasing function such that r*(t)/t is nonincreasing for t > G2 and 
However, {r*(t)/?) = 0 for t < G2; it is not true that {r*(t)/t} is nonincreas- 
ing for all t > 0. The condition that {r*(t)/t} is nonincreasing is used only 
to show that h(R) is a nondecreasing function of R where 
W) = R2ECr*(llW2) II-V -‘I IW- 4l= RI, 
by Brandwein [3], Brandwein and Strawderman [4,5] and Theorem 3 of 
this paper. Lemma 6 of the Appendix shows that h(R) is nondecreasing in 
R for p 2 5. 
Thus, for the case 0, the dominance of 6* over 8: is shown by 
Brandwein and Strawderman [5] and Lemma 6 of the Appendix. For 
Cases A and B, the dominance of 6* over S,* is given by Theorem 3 of this 
paper and Lemma 6 of the Appendix. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a nonnegative random variable. Assume f 1 andf 2 are 
real-valuedfunctions defined on [0, co] such that pi= E[f i(T)], i = 1,2, are 
finite. Let f 2 be nonincreasing and let there be a value f ;’ (pI) such that 
and 
fl(t)aPl for t>f f’ (~~1. 
Then ECf1(T).f2(T)16ECf~(T)1.ECf2(T)1. 
Proof: It suffices to show that (*) ~0 where (*) = E[(f ,(T) -pl) 
f 2(T)]. Without loss of generality, assume that f ;I (p,) 2 0. Let G be the 
distribution function of T. Then 
(*)= Jbom (f,(t)-~l)f2(t)dG(t) 
For O,<t<f;‘(pl), f,(t)<pI and f2(t)2f2(f;l(p,)) since f2 is non- 
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increasing. This implies that for 0~ t<f;‘(p,), we have (f,(t)-pi) non- 
positive and 
(f*(t)-~~)f2(t)6(fl(t)-~~)f*(fr1(~LI)) 
and the first integral in the latest representation for (*) is bounded above 
by 
(fl(t) - ~1) fAf?h )I dG(t). 
For tbf;‘(pi), we have (f,(t)-pi)>0 andf,(t)<f,(f;l(p,)) sincef, is 
nonincreasing. This implies that for t 3 f,- ‘(p 1 ), 
So the second integral in the last representation for (*) is bounded above 
by 
B= r 
i 
(fI(t)-~,)f2(fi-‘(~l))dG(t). 
f ,-‘(PI I 
The sum of A and B gives an upper bound for (*) which is zero. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If fl is nondecreasing it satisfies the following conditions of 
Lemma 1: there exists a value f;l(pl) such that 
f,(t)GP* fort6f;'(p1) 
and 
fly 111 for t>f;'(p,). 
Remark 2. If there is an interval (where the density of T is 
such that f i is strictly increasing and f 2 is strictly decreasing, 
elusion of Lemma 1 may be strengthened to a strict inequality. 
positive) 
the con- 
LEMMA 2A. Let X be a p-dimensional random vector with density 
f( JIX- 01) . Define on {R > 0: f(R) > 0 > the function 
q(R)= I= uf(u)Wf(R) 
R 
and assume that q(R) < co. Then E[q( [IX- 011) I/X- 011 -‘I = l/(p - 2). 
Proof. Let up be the surface area of the p-dimensional unit sphere. Then 
E[q(llX-ell)llx-ell-2] = /-‘= (R-*q(R)} f(R) RP-'dRup. 
JO 
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Because q(R) f(R) = s? uf(u) d u, a change in the order of integration 
implies j; Rpe3q(R) f(R) dRu, = s? (upp2/(p - 2)) us(u) duu,. Since 
& up- ’ f(u) dua,= 1, th e as expression equals l/(p - 2). 1 t Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2B. E[q( 11X- t$l)] = E[ [IX-- Qj2]/p. 
Proof: Note that E[q( J/X- 0jj)] = f; q(R) RP- ‘f(R) dRa,. Because 
q(R) f(R) = j: uf(u) d U, we have (by change in the order of integration) 
that 
HdllX- Q)l = s,m ; uf(u) dua, 
=~CII~-~1/+*1 
P . 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Let f be a differentiable function such that q(t) isfinite where 
for {tZO:f(t)>O}, we have q(t) = j? uf(u) da/f(t). Then q is nondecreas- 
ing on {t>,O:f(t)>O) ifand only ifon (t>O:f(t)>O), we have q(t)> 
tf(t)/( -f’(t)) andf’(t) < 0. Also, q is nonincreasing on (t B 0: f(t) > 0} if 
and only if on ( t > 0: f(t) > 0 > we have 
4(t) 6 tf(tM-f’(t)), when f’(t) < 0. 
Proof: The derivative of q is 
4’(t)- t - f’(t) q(tYf(t) 
= (-f’(t)/f(t))(q(t) - tf(tM-f’(t))). 
Note that q’(t) ~0 iff’(t) 20. Forf’(t) ~0, we have (-f’(t)/f(t)) 30, and 
the statements of the lemma follow. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Let f, q be given as in Lemma 3. Then 
(a) q(t) is nondecreasing on (t: f(t)>O} if on (t: f(t)>O} the 
function f’(t) t-‘/f(t) is nondecreasing in t and f ‘( t) < 0; 
(b) q(t) is nonincreasing on (t: f(t)>O} if on (t: f(t)>O) the 
function f’(t) t-‘/f(t) is nonincreasing for t in {ta f(t)>0 andf’(t)<O}. 
ProoJ: Note that 
<(-f’(t)t-‘/f(t)) [msf(.W 
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if (-f’(t) t-‘/f(t)) is nonincreasing. Multiplying both sides of the above 
inequality by t/( -f’(t)) implies tf( t)/( -f’(t)) < q(t), using the definition 
of q. Lemma 3 implies that this last inequality ensures that q is non- 
decreasing. A similar argument gives (b). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Assume p > 5. Let r(t) be a bounded nonnegative function for 
t>O with r’(t)>0 and (d/dt){r(t)/t}<O,for ta0. For -(R/llOll)au>/cR, 
and r > 0, M(u) is a nondecreasing function of u where 
M(u) = (r( jlX[l’) IIXII -*( 1 - u*)(~-~)‘*} 
and 
11~112 = 11~112 + R* + Will u, 
and cR = (2Rllf?)()-‘(G* - R2 - ilt3ll’) > - 1. 
Proof It suffices to show that (d/du)(M(u))>O. Because r’(IIXll*)>/O, 
~(M(u))=(r’(llXI12) II-V~2-r(II~l12) ll-W4)2Wll 
x (1 -,*p-3)/*+ r(IJXII*) l[Xll-*(p-3)(1 -u*)~~-~)‘*(-u) 
2 (1 -u2)(p-5”2r(IIXl/2) IIXII-4 
x((-u) ll~l12(P-3)-wl~ll(1-~*)). 
Since (-u)>(R/ll0ll) and (p-3)82, 
$ (M(u)) 2 (1 - u2)(p-5)‘2r( IlX(l*) llX[l-’ 
x ww11-‘IlJf112-2R11~11u -u2)) 
=(l -u2)(p-55)‘22R~~8~~-1r(l~Xl12) IJXII-4(R+ l[fQ u)~~O. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Assume that the p-dimensional random vector X has a 
spherically symmetric distribution about the vector 8. Let r(t) be a non- 
negative function oft such that r(t) is nondecreasing in t and {r(t)/t} is non- 
increasing in t for t > 0. If p > 5, then h(R) is nondecreasing in R where 
h(R) = R*~Ww~,oo~ Wll*) rW’II*) llxll -*I ID-811 =Rl. 
Proof: Note that for fixed 8 and R ( = 11X- Oil), the distribution of 
II XII 2 may be chosen to be that of 
R2+2Rl1011u+ 110112 
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where u is a random variable with density Zc-1,+13(~)(1 -u*)(~-~)‘*M*. 
(The M* is a normalizing constant.) We will write 
IIXII*= R*+2Rllflll u+ 118112 
in the sense that their distributions are alike for fixed R and 0. 
Define cR = (G* - R* - ~~6~~*)/(2Rlltlll) for R > 0 and l[Q > 0. It is clear 
that [IX/ > G corresponds to u > cR. 
Case 1 
Assume R satisfies G* > (R + II(Q)*. Then cR > 1. Since u < 1, we have 
~~~~,,)~II~II*~=~~~,,,,~~~=~ 
and h(R) = 0. Thus h(R) is trivially nondecreasing for these values of R. 
Case 2 
Assume R satisfies G* < (R- 11811)*. Then cR -C - 1. Since ~2 - 1, we 
have 
and 
~~G?aJ,wl12) = Lwm)(~) = 1 
W) = R2~CNl~l12) Wll -*I IlJ’-f31 = RI. 
This has been shown to be nondecreasing in R by Brandwein [3]. 
Case 3 
Assume R satisfies (R - llOll)* <G* < (R + lltlll)*. We may write 
h(R)=R*fl r())X/I*) I/X~~-*(~-U*)(~-~)‘*M*~U. 
C’R 
Without loss of generality, assume that r is differentiable. Then 
-&(R))=A+B+C 
A= [G*+R*- llt?ll*] r(G*)(2llOll G*)-‘(1 -c;)(~--~‘*M* 
and 
B = f ’ R*r’( IlXll*) IIX(I -*(2R + 211811 u)( 1 - u*)(~-~)‘*M*~u =/I 
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and 
C= j1 r(JJXJJ*) ))XJJ -4(2Ru + 2llt4l) RllSll(l - u~)(~--~‘~M*~u. 
CR 
Subcase 1. Assume R satisfies R2+ 118112 6 G2. Then cR 20 and A, B 
and C are nonnegative which implies that (d/dR)(h(R)) > 0. 
Subcase 2. Assume that R satisfies G2 < R2 + ~~0~~2. Then cR < 0 since 
cR = (G’- R2 - 1~6112)/(2~~8~~ R).
Subcase (a) Assume R satisfies G2 > 1)8/)’ - R2. This implies that 
Ru + II4 > Rc, + IWll = Cc2 - R2 + Il~l12MWll ). 
If Rc,+ ll0ll 20, then Ru+ 11011 20 and c>O. If Rc,+ ll0[/ ~0, then 
C3 s +’ r( IlXl12) IlXll -‘Rill?l\(2Ru+ 2118/1)(1 -u~)(~--~‘~~*~u -1 
since (2Ru+211811)<Ofor -1 du<c,. This lower bound for C was shown 
to be nonnegative by Brandwein [3]. Because R + \le\l u > R + ll0ll cR = 
(G2+R2-j/8/j2)/(2R), we have A>0 and B>O. Thus 
-&R))=A+B+C>O. 
Subcase (b) Assume R satisfies G’ < /jell ’ - R2. Since jlell > R and since 
(R+ 1)81( u)>O for U> -(R/1(81)) and since r’(t)>O, we have 
B>2R’ 
s 
-(RIlIWl) 
r’( IIX(12) ((XII -2(R + 11811 u)( 1 - 24y 3)‘2M*dU. 
CR 
Because ( r( t)/t } nonincreasing implies r’( t )/t < r( t)/t2 and because 
(R+ llell u)QO for c,<u< -(R/llQ), we have 
B>2R2 
5 
- (Rill~ll 1 
r( Ilxll’) 11x11 -4(R + lIeI U)( 1 - U2)(P-33)‘2M*dU. 
CR 
Thus 
C+B>2R 
s 4”o”’ r(lWl12f IWII -“C(RllOll u+ II@‘)+ (R2 + NW ~11 CR 
x (1 - U*p - 3v*~*d~ 
=2RJ 
-(R/ll~ll) 
r( IlXl12) llX[l -2( 1 - ~~)~~-~)‘~iW*du. 
(‘R 
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Because r( j/X112) IlXlj -*( 1 - u’)(~-~)‘~ is nondecreasing in u for p 2 5 by 
Lemma 5 of the Appendix if - (R/ll0ll) 2 u 2 cR, we have 
C+B>[2R[r(~~X~~*) IIXII-*(~-U~)(~-~)‘*M* I.=,,, [ jc;‘“l”“L] 
= 2Rr(G*) Ge2( 1 - c~)(~-~~/*M*[ -(R/ljQ/) - cR] = -2A. 
ThusA+B+C> -A>O. Q.E.D. 
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